Evans works with Universal Pictures on the latest
release of the Fast and Furious franchise, Furious 7.
Calgary, AB: Calgary-based Evans, the world leader in designing and manufacturing 24/7
mission critical control room solutions, was asked to design the control room consoles for
the FBI Headquarters to be seen in the upcoming Fast & Furious sequel, Furious 7, by
Universal Pictures. The state-of-the-art workstation consoles deliver a modern authenticity
to the film while complementing the sleek and stylish overall look of the movie.
The Fast & Furious series of movies
have always been based in reality,
albeit a hyper-cool version of reality.
When Universal started developing the
seventh movie in the franchise, they
turned to Evans to design a modern
and stylish control room console.
Evans’ control room solutions are more
than just an attractive set piece; they
are designed to solve the logistical
problems that 24/7 mission critical
environments offer, from multi-user
adaptability to 24/7 ergonomic comfort
and durability. Their control rooms can
be found around the world in 9-1-1
emergency dispatch centers, air traffic control towers, and real-life government facilities...
not just fictional places where international car-racing rings are broken-up. With products
featured in several upcoming feature films, including Jurassic World and Furious 7, Evans is
quickly becoming Hollywood’s choice for innovative and authentic control room
environments.
The seventh installment of the Fast & Furious franchise sees the crew returning to the
United States in the hopes of living normal lives again, but a new threat arises when Ian
Shaw (played by Jason Statham), seeks revenge for the death of his brother, putting the
entire crew in danger once more. James Wan directs the much anticipated seventh
installment that also stars Vin Diesel, Paul Walker and Dwayne Johnson. Furious 7 opens
on April 3rd, 2015.
Evans: Evans Consoles Corporation is the world leader in designing and equipping mission
critical operations with solutions that range from consoles to complete control room
modernizations. Founded in 1980, Evans Consoles Corporation now employs more than
300 team members and exports 95 percent of its products, primarily to Fortune 500
companies and government organizations.

